
 
 

JOB POSTING 

VIDEO/MOTION GRAPHICS EDITOR 
 

Department: Creative 

Type: Full-Time 

 

Summary: 

The Kansas City Symphony is expanding its creative department, and we’re looking for a 
video/motion graphics editor to work on a variety of creative projects. You can think of this role 

a bit like being part of a “small film crew” or independent ad agency. Working with the Creative 

Director and Content Creator, you will constantly be editing new pieces of content that tell the 

various stories of the orchestra members and the pieces they perform. 

 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities: 

This position will be responsible for creating all final video edits produced by the KC Symphony. 

You should be able to produce beautiful edits for all lengths and platforms—from 15-second 

vertical Instagram Reels to long form interview pieces, or even feature-film length work. You 

should be comfortable working in multiple styles—anything from creating dazzling VFX 

graphics, to text & transitions, to simple, elegant edits with little to no graphics. This is a 

fulltime, onsite position, so remote work is not possible. 

 

Required Qualifications: 

 

• Expert level proficiency with video editing programs like Adobe Premiere Pro or DaVinci 

Resolve 

 

• Advanced to Expert level proficiency with motion graphics programs like After Effects or 

Cinema 4D 

 

• An elevated aesthetic sense. Understand that each project requires its own unique style 

of edit. Avoid a “cookie cutter” approach to your edits/graphics. 
 

• The ability to work very quickly. You should be able to turn raw video footage into a 

finished edit suitable for multiple platforms like YouTube, Instagram, TikTok & Facebook 

with very short turn-around times. 

 

• An online video reel that showcases your recent work 

 

To apply: 

 



Please send your resume, cover letter, and previous work examples to 

pbuchanan@kcsymphony.org 

 

COMPENSATION: Commensurate with experience. The Kansas City Symphony offers a very rich 

suite of benefits including a PPO health insurance plan with dental and vision benefits, along 

with a 403(b) plan with employer match, disability insurance, and maternity benefits. 

  

The Kansas City Symphony is an Equal Opportunity Employer. We encourage applications from 

all qualified individuals without regard to race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, 

gender identity or expression, age, national origin, marital status, disability, or veteran status. 
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